Science & Sustainability Seminar

Towards thoughtful academic travel

Teun Bousema
Radboud University, The Netherlands

Host: Jeroen Dobelaere

The footprint of academic travel is as big as the footprint of a country like Iceland. As a malaria researcher, Teun Bousema has several field study projects but is a strong advocate for reducing flights were ever possible. Monitoring his footprint from his research and the analyzing the footprint from meetings and grant interviews, he published several papers on why we need to reduce our footprint from flying. He started several actions in his institute and beyond to fly less and make academic research more sustainable.

Tuesday, October 10, 2023 02:33pm - 02:33pm
Online

This invitation is valid as a ticket for the ISTA Shuttle from and to Heiligenstadt Station. Please find a schedule of the ISTA Shuttle on our webpage: https://ista.ac.at/en/campus/how-to-get-here/ The ISTA Shuttle bus is marked ISTA Shuttle (#142) and has the Institute Logo printed on the side.
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